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Distinguished Project and Innovative Solutions Award
Science & Natural Resources Building - Columbia College
Steve Durham presenting to:
  Ken Harms - Kitchell
  Chuck Hack - Lionakis

Distinguished Project Award and Sustainability Excellence Award
Twin Cities Police Station
Steve Durham presenting to:
  Raaj Patel - Kitchell
  Ernie Schwarz - Twin Cities Police Authority
  Eric Glass - Glass Architects
  Bill Johal - Kitchell

Tom Broz, Awards Chair, begins the Awards Presentation Ceremony
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Distinguished Project
Mammoth Lakes Courthouse
Steve Durham presenting to:
Lee Willoughby - AOC
Alma Du Solier - AECOM
Cody Pearson - Sundt
Laura Blake, Mark Cavagnero Associates
James Becker - 3QC
Ron Deal - Sundt
Teri Jones - Sundt

Exceptional Project
Physical Sciences Building
San Bernardino Valley College
Steve Durham presenting to:
Cody Carpino - NTD Architects
Ken Harms - Kitchell

Exceptional Project
CIRM Building 3 Buck Institute
Steve Durham presenting to:
Bill Johal - Kitchell
Joseph Ungerer - Rutherford + Chekene
Ken Harms - Kitchell
TG Davallou—Alfa Tech
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Exceptional Project and Innovative Solutions Award
Tesla Water Treatment Facility

Glenn Singley presenting to:
Cameron Neghabat - JACOBS;
Dr. Elahi Enssani - Applied Technology Science (ATS);
Alan Johanson - SFPUC; Bruce Stephan - PMA Consultants LLC;
Bijan Ahmadzadeh - SFPUC; Angel Ripepi - PMA Consultants LLC;
Chris Nelson - SFPUC; Joan Stephan - PMA Consultants LLC;
John Klepac - JACOBS; Jerry Malone - SFPUC/ Hetch-Hetchy;
Jody Bussey - PMA Consultants LLC

Outstanding Project
Inland Empire Transportation Management Center

Glenn Singley presenting to:
Mike DeVries - Vanir Construction Management, Inc.
Outstanding Project
South Pasadena Middle School Expansion
Lee Willoughby
presenting to:
Mike DeVries - Vanir Construction
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Outstanding Project and Sustainability Excellence Award
5th Avenue Alternative School
Phil Kirby & Andy Wiktorowicz presenting to:
Jon Mason - Cody Anderson Wasney
Lee Cooper - Roebbelen Contracting, Inc.
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Significant Project and Innovative Design Center - “The Foundry”

Phil Kirby presenting to:
Adam Souza & Janette Yamamoto - Roebbelen Contracting, Inc.
Rosiela Ileto & Jamie Bonner - Salas O’Brien
John Carillo - AT & T
Sergio Mondragon - Gensler Architecture

Sustainability Excellence Award Innovative Design Center - “The Foundry”

John Carillo - AT & T
Debbie Struhm - Roebbelen Contracting, Inc.
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Notable Project
Education Services Building
Folsom Cordova Unified School District
Lee Willoughby presenting to:
Adam Villacara - Roebbelen Contracting, Inc.
Mike Hammond - Folsom Cordova Unified School District
Chris Lovin - Rainforth Grau Architects

Notable Project
Maricopa County South Court Tower
Lee Willoughby presenting to:
John Webber, Tom Goderre, & Todd McMillen - Gilbane Building Company
Steve Jordan - Ryan Companies

Notable Project
H. W. Kolb Elementary School
Lee Willoughby presenting to:
Lee Cooper & Bob Kjome - Roebbelen Contracting, Inc.
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Notable Project
La Clinica De La Raza
Lee Willoughby presenting to:
Anita Addison & Jane Garcia
La Clinica De La Raza
Maria Balbierz
Roebbelen Contracting, Inc.

Valerie Largin & Tom Broz

Congratulations, again!

Good night, and start planning for next year!